BOX Pt.1  Please return all items marked Pt.1 to this box.

Books
Ancient Egypt (Pocket Genius)
Brainboosters: Digging into the Past (decoder inside)
Cleopatra: serpent of the nile
Egyptology
Everyday Life of: An Egyptian Craftsman, The
Eyewitness Books: Ancient Egypt
Eyewitness Books: Pyramid
Great Ages of Man: Ancient Egypt
Hatshepsut of Egypt
How the Amazon Queen Fought the Prince of Egypt
Mummies and Their Mysteries
Mummies Made in Egypt
Mummies of the Pharaohs
Mummies, Tombs, and Treasure: Secrets of Ancient Egypt
Pharaoh’s Boat
Pepi and the Secret Names
Pyramids, The
Pyramids of Egypt (Troubled Treasures: world heritage sites)
Tutankhamun: the mystery of the boy king
Tutankhamun (Demi)

Data Cards and Data Foldouts (in separate plastic envelopes)
“Building the Pyramids” (15)
“Inside the Pyramids” (15)

Magazines
Kids Discover (blue binder w/clear cover)
  “Ancient Egypt
  “Pyramids” (1994, Premier Issue)
National Geographic (all in tagboard binders)
  “Egypt: Her Dazzling Past” (March 1977) (in 1 binder)
    “Egypt: And Her Hopeful Future (March 1977)
  “Finding a Pharaoh’s Funeral Bark” (April 1988) (in 1 binder)
    “Riddle of the Pyramid Boats” (April 1988)
  “Lost Outpost of Ancient Egypt” (December 1982)
  “Ramses the Great” (April 1991) (in 1 binder)
    “Computer Rebuilds the Ancient Sphinx, The” (April 1991)
Time (blue binder w/clear cover)
“Secrets of the Lost Tomb” (May 29, 1995)

Newspapers
   Egyptian newspaper (20 pages, not laminated) (in Arabic)

Pamphlets
   “Museum Collections” (Fall 1978)
   “Treasures of Tutankhamun, The” (1977 written on front)

Pictures (small) (11) (in plastic envelope) (black #'s on red dots)
   1. Baby Camel
   2. Citadel, Cairo, Egypt
   3. Colossi, Upper Nile, Egypt, The
   4. Corner View of the Great Pyramid, Egypt
   5. Egyptian Arab Riding Camel
   6. Embroidery Workers in Cairo (info on back)
   7. Landing on Suez Canal, Egypt
   8. Manufacturing a Floor Covering of Reeds: Egypt
   9. Mosque of Mohammed ‘Ali, Cairo, Egypt
  10. Much of the Art and Science of Navigation, as we know it, was developed on the Mediterranean
  11. Sphinx, Egypt, The

Realia
   Bookmark (papyrus)
   Egyptian cartouche (oval brooch that displays characters or names of royal/divine people)
   Egyptian Hieroglyphics Blocks (28 Wood Embossed)
   Egyptian money (5 bills, 2 coins) (in 1 bag)
   Hieroglyphic Cards (18)
   Hieroglyphs Game
   Market bag (woven)
   Mummies, Gods, and Pharoahs (“Fandex Family Field Guides” 48 data cards)
   Egypt
   Papyrus picture (encased)
   Scarabs (2) (in 1 bag)
   Stamps (3) (in 1 bag)
   White dress shawl
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BAG Pt.2  Please return all items marked Pt.2 to this bag.

Maps (black #’s on red dots)
1. “Early Civilizations in the Middle East” / “Middle East” (September 1978, Nat’l. Geographic)

Pictures (collage) (mounted on dark yellow cardboard)
3. Egypt (4 pictures)

Posters
4. “Ancient Civilizations Time Lines – Egypt”
5. “Ancient Egypt” / “Ancient Greece”
6. “Gifts of Ancient Egypt”
7. “Great Sphinx” / (reproducibles on back)
8. “Journey Back 5000 Years: Ancient Egypt” / (reproducibles on back)
9. “Medicine in Ancient Egypt” / (info on back)
10. “Mummies” (A Strange Science Book)